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About This Game

The King has been kidnapped, and the land of Reynard is under siege! Gather a party, and travel your way to different lands
on a quest to re-seal an ancient evil. MazeQuest is a throwback to the 16 bit RPG era, with colorful 2d graphics and top-down

turn based combat. The game is designed to be simple for casual players, but with rich storylines, and strategy to satisfy the
most diehard RPG buffs!

Some features include:

-Over 40 unique character classes, some will join and some will fight you.
-A hex based combat positioning system.

-A novel and finely tuned skill system with over 40 skills, each can be leveled up
-Over 20 spells with their own unique particle effect animations.

-Over 10 different weapon types, each with different advantages / drawbacks.
-Choose your starting character from 4 unique classes and build them in any way you want.

-Explore, loot and fight your way through 5 different lands, each with unique enemies and bosses.
-A well balanced financial system. You must buy equipment, potions and skill books, but you will

only have so much money. Spending your money wisely is key to success!
-No Advertisements, Pop-ups, or In-App purchases. You get the full game.
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maize quest 2018. maze quest 2

The tutorial is so long and slow it seems it's never going to end. There's really not enough depth in the game to make up for that..
Lots of fun, lots to do and very VERY well made. Whilst it's impossible to ognore that this is a tech demo / short experiance,
this is exactly the sort of stuff that needs developing into a full on story driven game. Thank you devs. Hope you fully expand on
this title....now if you'll excuse me I have potions to mix.. The simplistic concepts are fun in the beginning, but there are two
problems. There is little content, and a large part of the content is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t physics balancing acts where you have to be
close to perfect to properly complete the course. The second set of levels is the worst in this regard.

It could be great with a few fixes, like locking the sleds to the character upon landing on them, but as it stands I can not
recommend it.. COOL , NICE. The game itself is pretty good, however it requires an always online connection to play, for a
single player game. Yes piracy is bad, but you are punishing your legit players instead. Pirates will always pirate and they will
never buy your games, protected or not. Witcher 3 sold like hot cakes and it never has any copy protection ever, just make your
game good and people will buy it.

You wanna sell your games outside of China? Firstly, an English translations(obviously), secondly, remove this kind of
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t DRM, I mean, it is bad enough to have Denuvo but it rarely interferes with regular gameplay, this is much worse,
the game kicks you out when you lost connection to its server, again, for a single player game!. What a gem of a game. Its like
all your favourite classic nintendo franchises mish-mashed into one. A Zelda/Mario/Icarus/Metroid hybrid. A "Zel-mar-icaroid"
if you will. Just awesome! Buy it now!. I was very conflicted on the recommending this game or not option. I have had this on
my wishlist for months now because it is similar to slay the spire. The issue is the game is so slow and you need to grind out
levels and possibly card levels each run. At the start it feels a bit to grindy, which could be negated by an animation speed option
like slay the spire.

However, this is day 1 of early access so I suppose I should be a bit more forgiving.
The graphics are amazing.
Combo system is unique and makes you think rather than spam out cards.
I like the progression system.
The gear looks like it could be interesting, but it is not clear how to unlock it. I assume beating the boss at end gives rewards but
it is pretty hard to do early on so I am not sure. My concern is that if it is the case, the forest may become trivial, so hopefully
other zones are implemented and difficult. It could be interesting to have gear be obtainable through spinning wheel and some
sets to do a positive and a negative effect. Like +2 damage -5 healing.

Anyway, hopefully the game can be polished up a bit and it will be a hit.. a absolute waste of money, the updates are very slow
to come out and this cash grab will probably stay in early access forever.. I'd honestly love to give this game a good review. It's a
lot of things I love: cooperative, creepy, wierd, etc, but I can't because I'm never able to play it, which in turn is due to no one
ever being on. I waited for almost 20 minutes, and nobody ever joined the lobby. Maybe my internet is just terrible, I don't
know. However, when I get a chance, I will give this game a fair review. But, for now, I can't reccomend this.. i like this game
but it wont load my screen would go black and I'd have to restart my pc can someone help me pls I barley got to play it
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Fun for about an hour. Terrible puzzler as there's no puzzle. The art is great. The story is cute, but this game desperately needs a
puzzle mode and a sandbox for builders for players to make and share their own levels with the content. I had hoped that this
would be an inverted version of Katamari Damacy, my favorite game series of all time, but it's not. It's a half-baked mechanic
with a nice story that never saw fit development into a full-fledged experience. At $10 the sting isn't too bad, but I wouldn't
recommend anyone pick this up for more than $1-2.. Greatest father of the year simulator i've ever played.

I give it 8 of 10 Bonedrewds.. pros

+ good looking graphics
+ creepy atmosphere
+ intriguing psychological and twisty narrative.
+ easy puzzles ( if you don't want to challenge)
+ good voice acting
+ hidden object elements are fun.
+ hint system very helpful
+ there is auto save
+ i didn't encounter any crushing and bug. game is run well for me.

cons

- game is too short
- there are no steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards.. Incredibly bad.
Got stuck in the first baYou get taken to the game start screen, select the first spell to fire, and the game says: "Draw this on
your screen" under a dancing arrow that points to a graphic of a wall.
Um... am I supposed to get a sketchpen? The keypad doesn't work, left-click and right-click don't work.... major problems.
What is a dancing arrow supposed to mean exactly?
There's no in-game help accessible, and no idea how to get to the controls. I had to use Ctrl+Alt+Del to exit. This happened
within the first 30 seconds of gameplay.
Don't know how good the actual game is since I never got past the skeleton.
Don't buy this. Seriously, just don't.
. just buy it :). This is truly an amazing DLC, the equipment is extremely useful and high tech. I recommend this for people who
like to use modern equipment or have big farms.. art: 10
controls: 10
music: 10
replay: very high

pros: its a bullet hell game and within the series of Gundemonium(takes before the events of the first game), which are side
scrollers, this one is vertical. the music is the best of the three games of the series. the art is awesome. even the bosses look
badass. you unlock new dolls(characters) adter you beat the game a few time.

cons: like they said, this one is one the hardest of the series.
the game doesn't tell you how to use bombs, which makes the first boss very hard to kill. in order to use bomb, you need the
flow bar full and just crash/ram into the "targets" during the boss fight. remember, bombs use one doll.

inshort, if you love the Gundemonium series or hell bullet games, pick this up.. Rez with a fatal flaw: where in Rez, the
visualization is what you had to pay attention to and interact with for the game, in this one, you aren't able to look at the nifty
visuals because you're too busy playing attention to these separate incoming hedrons, basically the arrows of the dressed up
game of DDR you're actually playing, nevermind the impressive (non-interactive) background.

Neither fun enough nor interesting enough as a game for me to recommend.. Pros
+Its ludo
+Ai is ok i guess, its ludo so its mostly up to luck
Cons
-No online
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-No other game modes
-No other tables
-No way to skip bot turns so playing in singleplayer is annoying af
-No replay value at all
-The game says "copyright 2014" but it was released in 2016 acording to steam

Conclution:
There is no "Supremo" in Ludo Supremo, only "Ludo". Very disappointed
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